AUGUST 8, 2015 GCR RIDE
(NOTE there is a choice of 2 routes to the Lunch stop....)

SUE'S ROUTE - more challenging....
Meet: Chevron, Town Center Eldorado (see email for times)
August ride is rated 5 stars, the mileage to lunch is 150 and route is over Ebbetts pass which is very
twisty. There's a 15 min meetup-gas stop in Murphy's and lunch is at Wolf Creek restaurant in
Markleeville.
See your email for the meetup spot at 8:45a (riders meeting) clutches out 9am.
Please RSVP so I can give Wolf Creek a heads up.
I welcome a GCR member to lead a second group up 50 to 89 & meet for lunch, the departure time will
need to be adjusted the distance is only 98 miles.
Latrobe rd to SR16 (LEFT)
16.8
SR16 to. 49 (RIGHT).
2.8
49 to Pool Station rd (RIGHT).
24.6
Pool Station to SR4 ( LEFT).
17.9
SR4 to Murphy's Shell (RIGHT).
15.9
5069 SR4 Meetup-Gas 15min
SR4 over Ebbetts BEC 89.
68
Lunch Wolf Creek Restaurant 14830, Markleeville

KAREY'S ROUTE - more relaxed ...
Meet: Chevron, Town Center Eldorado (see email for times)
Route: Mormon Emigrant Rated 3.
Most of this route is fairly straight with areas of wide, sweeping curves that will be taken at
moderate speeds. There are a couple of short sections with tighter curves that we will take at
speeds comfortable for the average rider. My pace will be set to make this a do’able route for
any member who rides regularly. But, .. this is not a beginner’s route due to a section with some
altitude (which may cause slight vertigo), a few sections with tighter curves and a distance of
100+ miles.

We'll be taking a bathroom break on CA 88 and doing a ** little hop over (and back) via Luther
pass to gas up at the Chevron. (this accommodates small tank sizes, gives us an added scenery,
and better aligns are restaurant arrival time)

Please RSVP!

This is a beautiful, open forest road – one of my favorite ‘beat the summer heat’ runs.

Chevron to US 50
US 50 to Sly Park Road (exit 60)
Right on Sly Park
Left on Mormon Emigrant
Left on CA 88 E
** Gas up - Luther Pass to Myers, and back **
Right on CA 89 S to Markleeville
Total Miles
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